
Constantine's session was a game-changer! Her insights and
guidance transformed our perspectives on navigating challenges in

entrepreneurship. Her dynamic approach resonated deeply, 
leaving participants inspired and equipped to take their 

businesses to new heights.
- Sade Owoye, Business Advisor, CT SBDC 

Constantine's session was a highlight of our conference! Her shift in
corrections education and its symbiotic relationship with forensic

science captivated our scientific community. Her empowering
message on correctional education was truly invaluable.

- Kavya (Sandy) Program Manager, Global Scientific Guild 

We were privileged to host Constantine at UCONN Scholars House.
Her engaging talk on leadership and empowerment left a lasting

impact on our scholars. Her insights into navigating diverse career
paths were both enlightening and inspiring.
- Paul Singleton II, UCONN Scholars House 

Constantine Alleyne, hailed as the "Queen of the Pivot," embodies resilience
and determination in every facet of her vibrant journey. With a fervent
desire to leave a lasting legacy, she established Alleyne and Co LLC in 2018
and subsequently founded the Civilian Corrections Academy in 2019, Alleyne
Publishing in 2020, and the Kendall Wyche Foundation in 2024. Her passions
for mentorship, advocacy, and professional excellence have driven her to
become a sought-after speaker, empowering professional women to
overcome limiting mental constructs and pivot confidently towards their
dreams.

From captivating guest lectures to dynamic webinars and expert panels at
renowned small business and correctional conferences, Constantine's
magnetic energy resonates, inspiring others to break free from limitations.
Balancing her role as a Senior Manager at Raytheon Technologies with
visionary leadership in various ventures, she champions empowerment in
every sphere. As an educator, Constantine stepped into the world of
academia in 2019 as an adjunct criminal justice professor at Monroe College.
Now pursuing her Ph.D. in Organizational Leadership. She is also a certified
member of ForbesBLK and has been invited to join the National Honor
Society, solidifying her reputation as a leader in her field.

Constantine's narrative extends beyond boardrooms and lectures, woven
into literary gems like "The Cage Was Her Cocoon," revealing her
transformation from a prison administrator to an entrepreneur. Her newest
releases, "Mommy Please Don't Let Me Die Here" and "Kendall's Diabetes
Adventure," coupled with the caregiving journal "Caregiver's Corner:
Nurturing You," illuminate courage and hope. Recognized among the Top
100 Women Leaders of Connecticut 2022 by Women We Admire, Constantine
defies categorization, radiating wisdom and expertise, setting the tone with
her unparalleled credibility and business acumen.
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SPEAKING TOPICS CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Pivoting Beyond Limits
Explore how to empower professional women to break free from
limiting mental constructs, offering strategies for confident pivots
into their desired lives, blending personal narratives and actionable
insights.

Navigating Change: Resilience, Reinvention, and Success
Delve into the art of resilience and adaptability in the face of life's
challenges, sharing transformative anecdotes and practical tools to
navigate change for personal and professional growth.

From Bars to Business: Transformative Leadership and
Empowerment
Illuminate leadership lessons gleaned from diverse experiences,
intertwining insights from the correctional space to
entrepreneurship, offering a roadmap for transformative leadership
and empowerment.

KEYNOTE SPEECHES
EVENTS & CONFERENCES

PODCASTS
PANELS & DISCUSSIONS

WEBINARS
GUEST LECTURES
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